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Automated Corrosion 
Mapping Services 

The Fastest Corrosion Mapping Service available in the Market 
 
The corrosion mapping tool used by Physical Acoustics has been developed in 
house over the past 5+ years and is continuously evolving and improving. Using 
powerful magnetic tractors the system can climb more than 20 metres without 
falling off, and the latest unit operates at high speeds courtesy of high torque 
electronic motors which accelerate the bridge to full speed within a few 
centimetres. Fast enough to scan ship hulls in dry dock, the system has found 
widespread use in the oil, gas, and chemical industry. These are a few examples. 

STORAGE TANK SHELLS   

Typically clients scan a 300-500 mm wide 
strip at the north-south-east-west compass 
points, and on large tanks the four 
intermediate points. Four strips 18m high x 
400mm wide is less than four hours of 
scanning time, taking one day on site, and 
acquiring over 2,000,000 thickness 
readings. The acquired data is available as a 
C-scan map, in excel as a thickness matrix, 
and distribution analysis can also be 
provided on request. Some clients have 
their own copy of “UTIA” analysis software, 
making the step from thickness data to analysis of fitness for service a matter of a few mouse 
clicks. Data is also acquired from the weld HAZ, a common location for corrosion in floating roof 
gasoline tanks. Insulated tanks are scanned from the inside when the tank is out of service, usually 
focussing on the insulation support ring, the scanner may be driven to a height, turned, and then 
run horizontally around the tank. All results are “real-time”, and areas may be marked for repair as 
the scanning progresses. The system runs from battery power for this application. 

INSULATED, FIRECLAD, and 
BURIED BULLETS 

The system operates in any 
orientation, including upside-down, so 
inspection for under-insulation and 
soil-side corrosion from the inside is 
simply a matter of operating the 
scanner on an umbilical from outside 
the vessel. Usual procedure is to have 
someone inside the vessel to watch 
the scanner, with headset 
communications to the operator, and 
a standby man. We have run the 
system on a 50m umbilical, and 
sometimes use a camera. One 
question always asked is how much to 
scan, sometimes risk assessment 
means that 100% scanning is required 

at high resolution, other times scanning is limited to areas where water might get in or collect, or a 
statistical sample, or a coarse grid as used on ship hulls. Whatever is required the one certainty is 
that our system will complete the inspection in by far the shortest time. 

…..cont’d 
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PIPEWORK  Guided-wave testing is widely regarded as 
the best search tool for long-range screening of large 
numbers of long pipes, (see PAL “Guided Wave Inspection”), 
however in some cases it may not be the best search tool 
for the damage likely to occur (e.g. pitting or longitudinal 
corrosion). Guided wave may not be useable on short 
sections, and requires quantitative corrosion mapping as a 
follow-up to indications found. In these situations our 
corrosion mapping service is invaluable, providing 
quantitative data on pipes down to 8” diameter (smaller 
pipes require special tractors), on welds and weld HAZ, and 
even on cast iron. Modification of the head/probe 
arrangement allows scanning of elbow welds, for the elbows themselves a manual free-motion 
scanner is an option, or the automated scanner or single tractor may be run in “B-Scan” mode. 

Below Top; One pipe, two types of corrosion. Below Bottom; Selective corrosion of weld. 
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Below: Thickness maps of two half-metre lengths of 16” diameter 22mm thick pipe, showing 
corrosion down to 4mm, time for each circumferential scan is four minutes at this resolution, plus 
one minute setup. 

 

CAST IRON PIPES Often considered difficult to inspect, our advanced ultrasonics can get 
thickness data from corroded cast iron, as the example below shows on a buried 3” pipe. In this 
case short-wheelbase tractors are used and the data is used to help decision making on pipe 
replacement. (photo courtesy of Pipeline Developments). 

 

HEAT EXCHANGER 
One shift was all that 
was required for 
100% mapping of this 
eight metre long heat 
exchanger, in this 
case identifying and 
mapping hydrogen 
induced cracking. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Probe, operating frequency;  Water jet, up to 25 MHz. 

Materials inspectable;   Ferromagnetic materials only. 

Scan and Index resolution;  Programmable. 

Scan rate and coverage*;  4 minutes per square metre for 100% coverage, 2 
minutes per square metre 30% coverage, 1 minute per square metre 15% coverage. Rates 
measured, when budgeting allow a factor of two for set-up time, moving scanner, etc 

Surface preparation; Surface must water wet, loose paint and scale 
results in data loss. 

Maximum Surface Temperature; 98 deg.C 

Manning;     Operator and assistant. 

Support required;   Safe access to place scanner, water supply, power. 
Note: For tank “strips” and other jobs at multiple locations on the same site we use a 
portable power pack and water carriers.   

Method Statement /risk assessment; Provided on a job specific basis. 

* For certain types of inspection the scanning rate can be nearly doubled using our new 
advanced scanner, this can be useful on large structures requiring 100% inspection, ask 
for details.  

    

OTHER APPLICATIONS  

The system has been modified or especially set-up for special applications such as 
measurement of weld size on bridges, evaluation of internal coating condition on vessels 
(400um epoxy, and thick composite coatings), measurement of external corrosion, 
combined shear/compression measurements, shear stud inspection, and long-range UT. 
These are specialist applications outside the routine corrosion mapping service, our 
Cambridge laboratory has the facilities for application development using our high 
resolution immersion system, anything special please ask our specialists if we can help. 

 

 

 


